
Scooting on the razor's edge. 
It was only a marrer of time before the larest craze 
to hit tbe sn·eets and sidewalks of suburbia rolled 

onto GBC. In Razor Freestyle Scooter, the popular 
foot-powered two-wheelers become stunt vehicles 
for Crave's trick-based racing game. Sharp graphics, 
well-oiled controls, slick animation (who knew 
there were so many ways co wipe out?) and great, 
bouncy runes highlight a breezy stuncfest tbat 
comes across like a junior version of Tony Ha,vk'.s 
Pro Skater with handles. Unlike Pro Skater, 
Freestyle Scooter's forced scrolling setup prevenrs 
you from turning around, bur ir'.s not a problem 
since the game is about freestyle srunt racing and 
not freestyle exploration. Besides, most of the fun 

The aliens have landed. 
The Alien movies seem perfecdy suited for video 
games, and Ill.Q's Thanatos Encounter is a 
shooter that valiantly cries to convey rhe thrill of 
the films . Somewhere in a giant spaceship, 
swarms of aliens are lurking, and you must send 
your five space marines one by one on a hunt for 
aliens and in search of survivors. If an alien 
defeats your marine, you muse replay the level 
using another marine and fmd your conu·ade 
before the 200-second incubation period elapses. 
The race against the clock is a nice attempt at 
intensifying the game, butitcai1 also be annoying 
since all of the aliens that your caprured marine 
had exterminated will magically reappear when 

in the game comes from the 
ramps, oil slicks and cross traffic that n1ake your 
one-\vay path a dangerous road to travel Along 
the way, you can bust our stunts galore and 
scoot over power-ups and coins that you can 
cash in for upgrades. 

Maybe Razor Freestyle Scoorer isn't the fusresc or 
wildest of extreme sports (the act-ions more moderate 
than extreme), but Craves Pak rolls out a polished 
srunt racer thats a smooth, decent ride. 

COMMENTS: Andy-There is a nice selection of 
cricks, although they're way too easy to execure. 
Drew-Ir doesn't make good use of irs license

you could just as well be riding a bilce or a 
skateboard. If you are a scooter enthusiast 
in search of a thrill, consider gerring wrist 
guards or a helmet instead of this game. 
Sonja- I was surprised by chis game. Ir has 
good graphics and cool tricks. The play con
trol is nice and smooth. Alan- Imagine 
Paperboy meets Tony Hawk, but infinitely 

lamer. 

. 
you mount your rescue mis-
sion ( talk aboutA!ien: Resurrection!) . 

The action can get frantic, but it's never as 
sca1y as it should be. The fact that you see 
everything from a bird's-eye view makes it even 
harder to feel like you're in the thick of things, 
and the graphics are just too puny (you fire lirtle 
dots) to convey any sci-fi suspense. It sw·ely won't 
send s hivers up Sigourney Weavers spine, but 
Thanatos Encounter boasrs ao original premise, 
large areas and difficult shoot-'em-up action. 

COMMENTS: Sonja-Having limited rime to 
save your captured marines is a fun elemenr that 

enhances che game. The hit derection isn't 
great, though. Andy- The monsters are coo 

tiny to be terrifying. Jenni-You can hardly 
see where your bullets are going. Oliver

The Alien movies make for interesting 
games, and this is no exception. Drew- The 
little scanner display is a nice nod ro rhe 
Alien movies, hue there is no sense of sus
pense or menace in rhe game. 
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